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Changed on: Fri, March 28, 2014 at 12:07 PM Blitz Karate Gi Size Guide For the correct size, please use the size chart below before placing your order. Some size ranges, such as age, are estimated. Please take this into account before ordering. If you have any doubts contact our sales
team who will be more than happy to help you out. Age of height (approximately) 0000 100 cm 3 5' and under 3 - 4,000 110 cm 3 from 6' to 3 7' Age 4 - 5 00 120 cm 3 8' to 4 Age 5 - 6 0 130cm 4 1' to 4 4' Age 6 - 7 1 140cm 4' to 4 8' Age 7 - 8 2 150cm 4 9' 5 0' Age 9 - 10 3 160 cm 5 from
1' to 5 4' Age 11 - 12 4 170 cm 5 5' to 5 9' Teen / Adult 5 180 cm 5 5 10' to 6 0' Adult 6 190 cm 6 1 to 6 3' Adult 7 200 cm 6 from 4' to 6 7' Adult 8 210 cm 6 8' and older adults Did you find it useful? Yes NoSend feedback Unfortunately we couldn't be helpful. Help us improve this article with
your feedback. Strike Sports Kids Karate Costume Excellent quality and value for money. Made from polycoton 200gm (7 oz). Soft to the touch and not abrasive to the skin. The pants have an elastic/tie belt for comfort. Guaranteed not to shrink. Comes complete with a white belt and an
embroidered SAMA badge. NOTE NOTE: If you are not a member in our areas the SAMA badge will not be included Click here for the size guide 19.99 Strike Sports Adult Karate Suit Excellent quality and value for money. Made from polycoton 200gm (7 oz). Soft to the touch and not
abrasive to the skin. The pants have an elastic/tie belt for comfort. Guaranteed not to shrink. Comes complete with a white belt and an embroidered SAMA badge. NOTE NOTE: If you are not a member in our areas the SAMA icon will not be included Click here for the size guide 24.99 Blitz
Silver Tornament 14oz heavy weight gi. Offers maximum comfort and unlimited movement. Pre-compressed suit from 100% raised double brush cotton canvas. Light iron trousers come at the waist. The European cut. The belt is not on. Comes complete with an embroidered SAMA badge
ready to be sewed. NOTE NOTE: If you are not a member in our areas the SAMA icon will not be included Click here for the size guide 35.00 Blitz Silver Tournament.14oz Heavy Weight gi Offers maximum comfort and unlimited movement. Pre-compressed suit from 100% raised double
brush cotton canvas. Light iron pants come with a tie waist. The European cut. The belt is not on. Comes complete with an embroidered SAMA badge ready to be sewed. NOTE NOTE: If you are not a member in our areas the SAMA icon will not be included Click here for size From 40.00
SAMA kids to kickboxing a single T-shirt. Worn out in classrooms and on classification. Club badge on the chest. SAMA kickboxing logo on the back. 100% Cotton. 9.99 SAMA kickboxing uniform adult standard fit t-shirt. Worn out in classrooms and on classification. Club badge on the
chest. Sama Sama logo on the back. 100% Cotton. 11.99 GBP SAMA Kickboxing shaped like a pair of fitted t-shirts. Worn out in classrooms and on classification. Club badge on the chest. SAMA kickboxing logo on the back. 100% Cotton No. 11.99 SAMA Kickboxing Ladies fitted with a
uniform vest top. Worn out in classrooms and on classification. Club badge on the chest. SAMA kickboxing logo on the back. 100% Cotton No. 11.99 SAMA Kickboxing Uniform Men's Vest worn in classes and on classification. Club badge on the chest. SAMA kickboxing logo on the back.
100% cotton. 11.99 euros Made from 100% Polyester Satin fabric. It can be worn in lessons and when sorting. 2 stripes on the sides, 7.5 cm wide. A bouncy cord belt for added comfort. Available in children up to adult sizes. Click here for a guide to the size of the 12.99 pounds These
training shorts can be worn in lessons and grades. V-splits allow you to kick. Full embroidered SAMA logos and branding. A resilient belt. Also great for outdoor workouts/gym. From 14.99 pounds worn out as part of a kickboxing form. Cotton/spandex blend for slight stretching and comfort.
A thumb loop. Wrap around your arm/wrist with an adjustable Velcro for a safe fit. Provides extra protection for the hands/wrists during training and fighting. Sold in pairs. From 4.99 pounds The image is not available forColour: If you train to be a karate costume, having the right karate suit
is essential to your success. Low karate gi is easy to rip and stick to your skin when you get sweaty, while the quality one will survive significant pulling and sparring without limiting your movements in the slightest. Blitz has an impressive collection of great value karate shapes for sale.
Continue reading Cut and color karate gi consists of karate pants and karate top and can be cut in one of three different styles: Kata, European and Japanese, the latter is the most traditional cut. Traditional gi karate is usually white, and it is the most common color; However, black suits are
also common. Both black and white traditional karate gi colors and anything beyond that spectrum is used only when prescribed by specific clubs and associations. Weight and material When choosing karate gi, you will be able to choose from light (6 or 8 ounces), average (10 to 12 ounces)
or heavyweight (14 ounces). Generally, the weight of your suit should increase with your level of experience, the heavyweight option is commonly used for competitions and kata only. Cotton options are the heaviest and most expensive, as well as the most durable. Cotton/polyester variants
tend to be lighter and more affordable, although less breathable due to their synthetic nature. Length and size, Consider your length and size. If your pants or karate sleeves are too long, a simple adjustment will solve the problem quickly and easily. Find the best karate gi for you to find the
best karate gi for you, you need to consider the length, length, experience and the level of competition. If you're unsure of what you need, check with your teacher or our customer service for personalized advice. By Jason Bentley on March 12, 2019. I wear this for training in Ninjutsu and it's
the perfect weight for me. The fabric is of good quality, and not rude. A little baggier than I would like, but I think that makes it easier to move. By richard on October 25, 2016It is a great starting form, couldn't ask for better, but not 5 due to the fact that every time I go to put an order to rent
one size is not available in reserve leaving me with disappointed students. By Rochyne on August 5, 2015What can I say good value for money. Some black uniforms seem to disappear into gray pretty quickly, but this one has retained its color. Good weight doesn't shrink as many do when
put through the wash. Might as well get a couple more. Richard Tunstall on November 25, 2014Good quality basic Gi, and is normal for traditional ju-jitsu, although I recommend heavier weight if you're heavy build. By Peter Watkins on November 23, 2014Excellent quality, well worth the
money. By Mike Carr on November 21, 2014This a great starter gi, good setup, lightweight, excellent quality. I always buy them for my new snack. Can't blame this gi at all! By Trevor on November 12, 2014These costumes are such good value, washed and worn very well. There have
never been any complaints. By Paul Farlam on November 10, 2014Cant wine is well worth the money, and its not heavyBy Awesome David February 27, 2014 Every single since the first street fighter game as a youth I wanted to be an amazing martial artist as the characters in the game
and KenMasters looked cool. Then when tekken appeared appears paul Phoenix with the same style of doggy and add to the already massive signs that it was right to make Master Ken Ameridote come along and completed, in my opinion, that should, no, should be done. So now, as an
adult and free to do, the way I choose and able to spend my pennies on what I want me to buy one of these bad boys in arterial blood red . After getting my dogi into promt fashion as usual, I tried it and realized it wasn't quite right. Hands, so I summoned my inner energy and tore off my
arms with my bare hands, and now I looked AWESOME and ready to take over the world. The only thing I would change is the size of the pants as they seem to be designed for more E.Honda sized guy not a slender guy like me. Chris French December 5, 2013These are the costumes of
choice for my club and all those I know. Great value given the quality of them. Keep their color and don't shrink in the wash like old suits did when I was a boy. Top drawer Blitz, thank you. By Jason Smith SKKA on November 30 entry-level gi for children and adults. Don't shrink, don't wear.
By Matt on November 29, 2013These 2013These Karate uniforms are large, beautiful and light; and the customer service was very good. I'll most likely shop here in the future. By louise on October 30, 2013These costumes are fantastic for regular use, our students sweat buckets in them
and they are easy to have clean and ready for the next class. Comfortable fit and great stuff! Ken G Wylson on October 9, 2013This Gi I give as part of his membership in the club. I believe he keeps up to work as you would expect him too, his stuff and sewing good quality and takes a good
beating and still keeps going. He can stand grabbed, pulled, etc. would recommend it as a beginner/intermediate and no contact martial arts Gi.By Richard October 8, 2013Wonderful form is very comfortable and difficult to wear. By Graham on October 8, 2013Couldn't ask for more. These
shapes are an excellent product at a great price. Cut and quality is excellent. Used them for almost 15 years. By SARRE on September 17, 2013Je viens de recevoir ce kimono, tres bien fini, souple, et le service client'le top conseille bien sur les tailles, je ne suis vraiment pas de'su. Jane
Hamilton on December 14, 2012This costume is a brilliant value for money. Good weight to train in and crack when performing kata. would recommend it. John Little on September 5, 2012Been trade with a blitz of the last 25 years of great value and great products. Carla on May 1,
2012This product is excellent value for money does not compromise. It is convenient and easy to train. By Paul February 27, 2011 For the money I paid it well worth it. All I can say is the tags can be stitched on a little stronger as if you tie them to the tight they will go out, but then again they
are easy to sew back in. by Kevin Offiler on February 26, 2011A excellent suit, well made, hardwearing, comfortable and good value for money. My wife has reduced everything from my bank balance to my underpants.... But she can't reduce it! By Lester Jiu Jiu-Jitsu on January 15,
2011The quality of this form is brilliant, for the price is hard to find better - and I tried! By Phil on October 4, 2010 I can't blame them at all - they strike a good balance between cost and quality (well on both counts). The material is lightweight but durable and they survive washing without
shrinking from adult to child size. They are a handy cut and our students all seem quite happy with them - I have a couple of myself. Yourself.
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